Transcription factor-based biosensors and inducible systems in non-model bacteria: current progress and future directions.
Genetic diversity within the geobiosphere encompasses enormous sensing capabilities and many non-model bacteria are of biotechnological interest. Biosensing, or more generally inducible, systems are a vital component of metabolic engineering, as they allow tight control of gene expression as well as the basis for high-throughput screens on non-growth-related phenotypes. While these inducible systems, primarily transcription factor/promoter pairs, have been utilized extensively in Escherichia coli, progress in other bacteria is limited because of differences in transcription machinery, physiological compatibility of parts and proteins, and other nuances. Here, we provide an overview of the available genetic biosensing elements in non-model organisms and state-of-the-art efforts to engineer them, and then discuss challenges preventing these methods from common use in non-model bacteria.